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ABSTRACT
This thesis is about Personal Identification challenges towards Ubiquitous Computing world
as targeted in 2020. The study starts by defining the problems that how diversity of tools for
personal identification as an always-foreground activity is problematic in order to become a
pervasive interaction.
The thesis is divided into three parts. Part one is introduction, background and related works.
Part two will describe the empirical study—Triangulation—that is supported by qualitative
and quantitative methods. Observation and the analysis over collected data, also the result of
informal interviews will cover the qualitative part. The informal interview consists of predetermined questions that some answers have been analyzed by graphs and the last part of
interview was the open discussion that ascertain what values the interviewees counts in
today’s identification designs and what challenges or improvements they believe for future
of personal identification.
Last part is the future works and conclusion. The result of empirical study was applied on
new technologies like RFID, Mobile identification and Biometrics, to investigate whether
new identification tools and techniques cover the challenges on today’s identification and
what future works they might need to focus on.

Keywords: Personal Identification,
Computing, HCI, Triangulation method.
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INTRODUCTION
The year 2020 is considered as technology and computer science evolutionary
target for the 21st century. Organizations like the government of Australia [8],
Technology center 2020 in Tennessee [57], mobile 2020 [41], or Microsoft research
center [11] [1] target 2020 as a utopia that ubiquitous computing world comes true.
All visionaries show our world will be overwhelmed by 'Embedded micros' and
mobile intelligent devices. Then, a serious study over personalization and pervasive
user identification becomes critical to define a well-structured correlation between
machine interfaces and people, without distorting the primary task that they do. Also it
must not be forgotten that many distributed intelligent systems are drastically related
to many people. [19] Hence, the role of identification in will be more crucial.
Lots of technical research and technology designs are involving personal
identification. One of CHI Invited Discussions at 2002 was assigned to Identification
technologies and security. [34]. Auto-ID with focusing on networked RFID is widely
researched by top universities around the world. [9]. Wireless smart card is a hot topic
in U-Commerce and mobile payment [33] [54]. Biometric identification technologies
claim to be the most effective and reliable means of ascertaining personal identity.
[28][46].
Despite of all spectacular research, new technologies are not yet permeated
globally in daily life. Normally in technology designs, all front-end (interfaces) and
back-end (processes and logic) analysis, designs and implementations are done by
technical engineers. During my twelve years experience on software design and
development, I touched how the lack of understanding people, their behavior,
expectations, and social values will cause designs become complex, hard, or even
impossible for public use. Whereas in the world of ubiquitous computing, the
Sociological understanding of design should come first; to find who will use the
system and understand why, and how to design something better [11]. To achieve this
goal, a strong collaboration with empirical study is required.
Hopefully, the empirical study and collaboration with design is going to be
expanded more and more in user identification studies. UMUAI (User Modeling and
User Adapted Interaction) is a “personalized” research forum since 1991 that focuses
on new research on “interactive computer systems that can be adapted or adapt
themselves to their current users, and on the role of user models in the adaptation
process”. [59].
I found interesting empirical studies on new identification designs. For instance,
Hughes, O’Brien, and his colleagues examined the potential for using design patterns
as a means of presenting ethnographic material and outlining design solutions for
domestic environments (i.e. home life). They discuss about the pattern of “multi users
need multiple access” and how successful domestic technologies allow users to
organize themselves and arrange their ownership and privacy in domestic space
[32].David M. Hilbert and Jonathan Trevor have done a comprehensive ethnography
study on personalization of three shared document devices at FX Palo Alto Laboratory.
They designed a system grounded in observation. However, they agree that their
“embedded interfaces are far more popular” and they hope this could change “as users
become more accustomed to using them.” [18]
This thesis is a ‘preliminary’ empirical research on personal identification at the
early years of Ubiquitous Computing. The main goal of the thesis is the study on
today’s ID tools and evaluate whether new coming technologies really cover the
problems that we encounter with today’s identification tools.
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1.1

Problem and motivation
The idea of this research came into my mind when my wallet was stuffed by
carrying different ID cards; each of them only applicable for one identification activity
(i.e. access card to university, bank card, Personal ID card, Library card, student card,
bus card, shopping card, etc). As a student of ubiquitous computing and a software
developer, I was asking myself how we could move towards ubiquitous computing
world while every system or place uses its own identification utility.

Figure 1, my wallet and some of my ID cards!
At the early ages of ubiquitous computing evolution, humans will be more and
more surrounded by intelligent interfaces that are mostly supported by embedded
computers and networks. Mark Wiser, in his famous article “The computer for the 21st
century” defines the world of ubiquitous computing as “machines that fit the human
environment, instead of forcing humans to enter theirs, will make using a computer as
refreshing as taking a walk in the woods.”
By augmenting numbers of ‘smart’ environments, interfaces and services,
traditional identification approaches are becoming more and more impediment. How
taking a walk is refreshing whilst dragging a card, turning a key or memorizing dozens
of digital codes required for every step towards the woods?
On the other hand, computers and embedded devices are going to be more and
more interconnected to everyday objects. Paul Dourish in his book “Where the action
is” describes, “the critical move here was to see ubiquitous computing as a technology
context”. He adds “traditional interactive systems focus on what user does”. Whereas
in ubiquitous computing technologies we expect systems “to explore who the user is,
when and where they are acting”. [45] By considering this fact that personal
identification is the first step towards gaining every service; then it will be undeniable
that involving with identification will lose our focus from the main task (i.e. access to
required data, check account balance, etc). This is crucial point for future system
designs that how to move the identification from a foreground activity to pervasive
interaction to not interfere user activity by another login page, new identification
request, or annoying “Access Denied” message.
Before technology finds the solution, the gap between laboratory researches and
public engagement must be filled by understanding the culture and people whom will
be target of products. [11] Here, Sociology, anthropology and empirical study will aid
to extract the values in user-center designs. Providing empirical data on people’s
actions can support designers to create more realistic “always on”, “always aware”
interactions in HCI domain.
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1.2

Thesis Approach
Personal identification is vast area and embeds in every aspects of our social and
computational interaction. It is also dependant on culture, type of society and even
traditions.
On the other hand, technology is deploying new techniques momentarily. In the
news we normally hear of new solutions or techniques that are going to use by
governments or communities to examine if they can gain more secure and trustable
solution.
The main goal of this thesis is finding out whether new technologies and research
roadmap really cover the problems of today’s identifications –both interfaces and
interactions. Also, what challenges new approaches needs to overcome to gain more
robust and ubiquitous identification approaches.
To reach this goal, few sub-goals have been defined. First, I needed to know what
the problems are and what actual activities people do during identification activities.
To reach to this goal, the empirical study on a sample society helps to see and
understand when people need to identify themselves, how people do this action and to
observe what are their experiences, habits, behaviors and then their problems.
By categorizing the challenges on today’s method, it will be easy to reach the main
goal—to extend whether new technologies instinctively considers the problems of
today’s identification, or what areas they need to focus more to accomplish a pervasive
user identification as it will be the target for near future.

1.3

Thesis Outline
This thesis is divided in three parts; each part contains one or more chapters.
Part one is the introduction. The chapter one (this chapter) is covering the
introduction of this thesis and the thesis structure.
Chapter two is about background and related works. I will focus on HCI as the
infrastructure of personal identification toward (digitized) systems and the influences
that HCI got from the internet and mobile technologies. Some related new studies
regarding personal identifications will complete this chapter.
Part two will cover the study. In this part the empirical study and its design
explains. Chapter 3 will describe how the study method is designed and organized.
Chapter 4 will cover the observation and the analysis over collected data. In chapter 5,
the informal interview with software designers and the abstract of open discussion will
be explained.
Part three will cover the future works and the conclusion. In chapter 6, the result of
empirical study will be applied on new identification techniques to discuss whether
they are fulfilling the challenges over today’s tools that have been analyzed in previous
chapters. Some discussions about future works will be also addressed.
Chapter 7 is the conclusion. Each chapter (Except first and last) contains a
“Summary”.
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BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
“A German policeman once said you are who your papers say you are. Take away
those papers and you have no identity.” [14]
The story of identification is not new. We all heard the tale of Ali Baba and the
magic word “Open Sesame”, which let him open up the cave mouth and access the
treasures.
This story now has promoted in our daily life with numbers of “magic” PIN
numbers, magnetic cards, keys and other tools to get access to precious information,
money, or social benefits.
In our social activities, identification is always used to confirm or determine the
credentials of an identity to participate in social activities, including:
• Claiming a property (e.g. car, money, vault)
• Travel
• Access to physical or virtual space
• Utilization of a service
• Receive a benefit
• Participate to an activity(i.e. vote, member of club, etc)
By rapid growth of more optimized (and cheaper) hardware, more powerful
software and high-speed networks, many social communications are now supported by
digital solutions. Governments use computers and in particular the web, more than
ever. That means many traditional identification processes are going to be partially or
completely shifted from human-human contacts into human-computer interactions.
Yet, for many identification activities, the end-user interfaces—tools—did not change.
For instance, we still have paper passport or plastic driving license in many countries
that are always the most important tools to show the holder’s identity.
When we talk about interface and interaction, the role of HCI is becoming more
eminent. Identification and authentication is always the first interaction with
computational systems. Hence, any transformation in HCI domain highly encompasses
this concept.

2.1

Transformations in Interaction
In the early years of the 80’s, HCI was introduced as the discipline and science of
interaction between human (user) and computer. The role of HCI was getting more
outstanding by Personal Computers. The early research on HCI was more or less
focused on cognitive studies and Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) [13] .By improving
the operating systems on PC devices it was possible that multi users have their own
profile in a PC by personalization (log-in) mechanism. Yet, personal computer has
preserved its ‘single user’ and is only usable by one person at a time.

2.1.1

From Analogue to Digital Interaction

When Internet and World Wide Web connected the PCs together, it deeply
influenced the business and communications. Now governments are using computers
and Web in more ways than ever. Social services or citizen information has been
shifted to computer databases and they are shared between different applications. New
interfaces and strategies have been defined to support multiple concurrent users. That
means the interfaces now can be customized, and new methods developed to
personalize the front pages (like web user interfaces). Some capabilities like
localization (also known as internationalization), or defining user groups for access
levels can perform by server-side and client-side applications.
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Even traditional identification interfaces like paper ID cards and passports are
becoming more connected to new digitized databases and electronic applications.
Many ID cards are now equipped with new forms of digital data representations, like
bar code, magnetic stripe, RFID1, or biometric data.

Figure 2, Growth of Internet at beginning of 21st century. Diagram extracted from
Internet World Stats [61]

2.1.2

Always on – Always connected, HCI and Mobility

In last three decades, nothing more than mobile phones could explosively develop
the ubiquitous form of computing. In 2007 2.7 billion mobile phones were in use
world wide, as opposed to 850 million PCs. [58]. Even many users that are unfamiliar
with computers are mobile phone users.
Mobile phones cause two spectacular changes in communication literature; always
on and always connected.
By always on, people will not only be always in touch but many are willing to
share their mobile digital traces: the location they pass through, their activities, the
profiles of other people they pass on the way and the content they consume and
produce.
Always connected expresses how the mobile will take over traditional desktop
tasks more and more. For instance, in Japan, more emails are sent via phone that PCs.
[50]. Many chat services like Microsoft Messenger (MSN) are available on mobile
devices. Phone call during flights is going to be available soon. [27]

1

RFID : Radio Frequency Identification
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Figure 3, Getting information to mobile phones, wherever they are. [10]
It is no exaggeration to claim the digital future will fit into the palm of our hands.
[11] However, this raises the new challenges in HCI to find a convergence between
unlimited physical world in tools, designs and interfaces into devices with currently
limited interface, dimensions and dexterity (i.e. fat fingers for small phone buttons).
Thad Starner, the Associate Professor at Georgia Institute of Technology's School of
Interactive Computing in his presentation for Google TechTalk channel describes that
“today’s mobile interfaces are not really designed for mobile” as it takes all user’s
attention for doing any action. “We need some interface that user can switch the
attention to real world quickly”. [55]

Figure 4, the expectation of all PC-based services become mobile. Hopefully there is
a better solution. [53]
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Figure 5, the example of Thad Starner at his presentation that describes how today’s
mobile interfaces are like “marching cello”. See [55]

2.2

Related works
In last section, I explained the HCI as the infrastructure of identification
interaction and its impacts by internet and wireless technologies. In coming sections, I
will introduce some new research at specific identification domain that is going to
replace today’s personal identification tools.

2.2.1

Digital world and Biometric Identification

Many of technical studies propose new solutions on automatic personal
identification with main focus on biometrics. Generally, biometric identification relies
on physical characteristics that are unique to each person to ascertain the identity of an
individual [4].The biometric identification is divided in two main categories. The first
category is physiological, meaning unique characteristic of human shape of body like
fingerprint, iris, palm, face and DNA. The second one is behavioral, meaning unique
behavioral characteristics like voice, signature, or keystroke dynamics. [12]
Fingerprint identification, is the oldest technique but most favorable. Today, it is
mainly used for crime records, but it is now going to be used more for digitized
authentications. For instance, many business laptops, some ATM machines, or secure
entrance doors now use finger print identification for log-in action. Fingerprint
identification method also expands in other areas like secure smart cards [56], and
embedded systems [46].
Another example of biometric identification is face recognition. It is normally
based on image analysis and an interesting area for designers. Zaho, chellappa, and
P.J. Phillips, in their article: “Face recognition: A little Survey” address some example
of technologies and companies that have been activating in this area since 1997 [62].
De Angelia, Coventrya and Johnsona, Renaud in their article, “Is a picture really worth
a thousand words?” have investigated and analyzed two studies and then compared
“several implementations of the graphical approach with Personal Identification
Numbers (PINs).” They concluded that “pictures can be a solution to some problems
relating to traditional authentication but it is not a simple panacea”. [5]
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Palm and hand identification is another area. AdamsWai-Kin, Konga, b, and,
David Zhanga have an interesting article about twins’ palm prints. In their paper, they
describe that “experimental results show that the three principal lines and some
portions of weak lines are genetically related features but our palms still contain rich
genetically unrelated features for classifying identical twins”. [3].
Light biometrics, such as height, weight, and body fat percentage [24] and ear
identification [38] are also interested by researchers. Jaeseok Yun, Woontack Woo and
Jeha Ryu, in their paper propose ubiFloorII, a novel floor-based user identification
system to recognize humans based on their walking pattern such as stride length,
dynamic range, foot angle, and stance and swing time. [29]

2.2.2

RFID

Radio Frequency Identification is an automatic identifying method that is used as
an attached tag to an object and then the object can be easily tracked or detected by
radio frequency. By RFID, objects, animals or people can be tagged, recognized or
detected from few centimeters up to several meters. Today, many ID and Access cards
include an embedded RFID tags. Figure 6 is the photo of my access card at work that
equipped with Magnetic stripe and RFID passive1 tag.

Figure 6, my access card at job that contains embedded RFID chip

Figure 7, New US passport equipped with RFID chip. Pictures extracted from [2] and
[16]
RFID is increasingly used in industrial solutions. Passive RFID is widely used for
access cards (figure 6). In Washington State, US, the governors decided to issue the
RFID-enabled driver's licenses on a voluntary basis in 2008, to test if the technology
can improve traffic flow across the Canadian border [37].
1

RFID passive tags have no internal power supply. The power is supplied by the reader and normally
the range of read these tags are limited in centimeters.
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2.2.3

Mobile Identification

Mobile devices and its global connectivity provoke governments and business to
promote their services into mobile applications. For instance, governments like Austria
and Scandinavian countries started to launch some social services using mobile
identification. Since 2004, Austrian citizens can digitally sign document and securely
transact with government. Mobile operator Mobilkom Austria has launched a 'light
citizen card' service called A1 SIGNATUR (A1 being the name of Mobilkom's
network) that makes it possible to identify/authenticate e-government customers using
mobile access. In this solution, citizens fill an online government form from the
Internet, and then they are redirected to a page at A1.net where the user enters his
mobile phone number. The user is then identified and the form that completes with his
personal data is displayed. The user receives a short message (SMS) on his mobile
phone containing a Transaction Number (TAN). He can then initiate the signing and
encrypted transmission of the form by entering his Personal Identification Number
(PIN) and TAN. The cryptographic key itself remains stored on a Mobilkom server
and is never transmitted over the network. [7]
Another example is Ericsson report on May 2006 that several Swedish banks and
operators aim to provide a common standard for mobile identification through the
mobile phone SIM-card. The idea described by Severer Arvidson, research responsible
at Bank ID, that “When we started the project our vision was to develop an open
standard that enables people to use their SIM-card as an ID card," Arvidson says. "For
example, if you are in an internet café or traveling with your laptop, it will enable
services that require user identification, such as bank transactions. The user will be
able to log in and sign transactions or application forms through the SIM-cards. It also
opens up new opportunities for mobile application developers to create services that
suit the mobile phone." [25]
In Finland, The Finnish mobile Citizen Certificate – a government-guaranteed
‘electronic identity’ included in a SIM Card to enable Finnish citizens access
governments electronic services at the year 2005.[22]
In this chapter, new methods and techniques that can lead the future of personal
identification has been addressed. But a question will raise; are new methods and
designs consider social and cultural values? Unfortunately I could not find any
empirical study or current research that focus on social values before these
technologies utilize in daily life.

2.3

Summary
In this chapter, we briefly explored the background researches in HCI and personal
identification. New solutions, like RFID, biometrics or mobile identification are more
focusing on technical and development process. Design and technology are
accelerating more and more, but do people ready to accept? Can new solutions expand
without any social constraint? In next coming chapter, I will explain the observatory
method that let to analyze today identification activities by people. Then I will use the
result of analysis for biometric, RFID and mobile identification methods in later
chapters.
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PART TWO

Empirical Study
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3

RESEARCH METHOD
Technology is being created to make life easy and joyful. Consequentially, a deep
understanding of people’s pleasure and how they make sense of their world is the first
step for more compelling design solutions.
In recent software design process, the practical software process frameworks like
RUP1 follow an iterative cycle that is made by four basic steps. They are ‘Study’
(Inception), ‘Analysis and Design’ (Elaboration), ‘build’ (Construction) and
‘Evaluation’ (Transition). Figure 8 shows this iterative model.

Figure 8, today’s iterative process of software development process (picture
extracted from [11])
However, new software designs are going to focus on human values than before.
Microsoft research center at its forum entitled HCI 2020 Human Values in a Digital
Age suggests new agenda for HCI that today’s traditional design model should extend
by adding a new stage ’Understand’ to entail conceptual analysis. In today’s design
models, this phase is normally part of study phase (where system requirements are
being specified). As Microsoft addresses, the goal of typical HCI research projects are
either design or re-design a particular computing technology to improve, or enhance a
given experience (e.g. shopping online). In both situations, initial research needs to
learn more about people’s current experience.

1

IBM RUP ® (Rational Unified Process) is an iterative of software development framework that
organizes the whole process of software and system development into four phases (Inception,
Elaboration, Construction and Transition) each consisting of one or more executable iterations of the
software at that stage of development. [48]
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Figure 9, new suggestion, to extract “understand” from “study” (picture extracted
from [11])
By prioritizing the role of empirical study as the early stage of every design,
designers will get clear idea of what people do, what people want and why their new
solution is better. [11]

3.1

Design of Study
"If you want to understand what motivates a guy to pick up skateboarding, you
could bring him into a sterile laboratory and interrogate him... or you could spend a
week in a skate park observing him interacting with his friends, practicing new skills
and having fun." --LiAnne Yu, cultural anthropologist
Back to chapter one, I divided the goal of thesis into sub goals. The first point was to
find out how people behave to do the identification and what problems they encounter
during identification. To achieve to this goal, method triangulation was employed. I
used both ‘qualitative’ and ‘quantitative’ research method1.
The qualitative part of study was set up by initializing domain of activity, the
environment and defining group of people (data set). After initialization, the next step
will be data collection. In my study, data was collected by observation at environment
and discussion with designers as an informal interview. The interview was started by
two questions that made possible to extract some statistical data (quantitative study).
Third question at interview was an open discussion about the interviewees’
experiences and their visions. In coming sections, I will explain these steps in more
details.

3.1.1

Initial Step

For qualitative part of study, the domain of activity and the environment of
observation must be specified. Shopping and traveling were selected as the domain of
activity. Those are the most common and noticeable daily identification activities in
human-human and human-machine interactions.
The environment (place) of collecting data is the city of Lund. Lund, at southern
part of Sweden, is mostly known as a student city. This city is also very well-known in
leading technologies like Biotechnology, telecom and wireless technologies, where
two famous mobile technology leaders—Ericsson Mobile Platform (EMP) and Sony
Ericsson are located there. This city is also benefited of high urban standards and very
well-developed network infrastructure. Lund, where most of the people are using
computers and mobile phones, can be a good sample to observe, analyze and
investigate what ubicomp cities may look like and what kind of relation between
ubicomp environment and civilians can be made in the near future.

3.1.2

Observation

As mentioned in previous section, two activities have been chosen to observe –
shopping and traveling. During developing my study, I tried to observe people every
time I went shopping or get train from/to Lund central station. The time of observation
was mainly between 17:00-19:00. My observation at shopping store contains both
standing in queue of cash box to watch people and cashier behaviors, and also standing
outside cash queues to watch see all cash boxes.

1

“Qualitative research methods are designed to help researchers understand people and the social and
cultural contexts within which they live.” [40] That can be different from three other ways of
anthropological investigating and writing, like quantitative research(percentage and statistical reports),
public policy research(can be either qualitatively or quantitatively, or both), and journalism(timely
manner objective report).[39]
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The observation for traveling has been done by standing at ticket machine
locations, observing people at ticket office (skånetrafiken) at Lund train station, and
also observing people at train, when the ticket collectors asks passengers to show their
tickets. Data collection was supported by handwriting note and sketch. Because of
Security issues, photography was taken only at train station.
The observation considers both human-human and human-machine interactions.
The second one was focusing on how people use bus/train card to validate their travel.
That is also involving human-human and human-machine interaction. Sketch and hand
writing, asking people, taking photos and also informative information at ICA web
page, Skånetrafiken and SJ catalogues and web pages were supportive tools to collect
the data.

3.1.3

Interview

Another complementary way of collecting data is the interview with observation
participant or other (invisible) participants those involved in developing or designing
the technology in question. Interview with designers help to understand what kinds of
enduring value they believe the users will get from the technology; and what kinds of
users and what domains are of interest. [11]
I did informal interviews with ten software designers/engineers. They are between
22- 38 years old and all are specialists in mobile application or embedded
programming with more than five years experience.
The discussions were benefited of both qualitative and quantitative methods. The
interview was supported by some pre-determined questions that are listed in figure 23.
The first question was about what kind of identification tools the interviewees use
daily and how often they are involved with those tools. The second discussion was
about what interviewees think of benefits and disadvantages of the tools.

Figure 10, Questionnaire for informal interview with software designers
The result of these questions will be shown as pie charts that help for comparison
and analytical investigation. The last and more interesting part was an open discussion
of what they think as the future design solutions for identification tools in future.
Seven out of ten interviews was performed face to face. One interview was done
by Skype tool, and one interview has been done by telephone. The last interview has
done by email. For the last one, I sent the questions by email and ask the interviewee
feels free and just write his idea. The goal was the reader can write his own idea
without imposing my own conceptual frameworks that inevitably happens during faceto-face discussions. For the interview with telephone, I also sent the questions to
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interviewee to fill it in spare time because some interruptions were happened during
our discussion. Each interview took between 45 minutes up to 1:30 hours. The
interview by Skype and telephone call also took more than one hour because an
interesting discussion rose about design of future identification systems and mobility.
The result of questions, both in qualitative and quantitative result will be discussed in
chapter 5.

3.2

Data Analysis
All sketches and notes for the data that has been collected by observation. The
third question/discussion of interviews were organized; read and then some repeated
patterns during the observation were extracted.
For interview part, a quantitative analysis has also added to extract the items that
more addressed in the answers of first and second questions.

3.3

Summary
In this chapter I described the method setting of this research. Method
triangulation was employed. The qualitative part guided by, initialization, data
collection by observation (end-users) and informal interview (designers); and
Analysis. The informal interview was supported by questionnaire that the answer for
first and second questions will be analyzed by graphs. Third question is an open
discussion that it supports the qualitative parts of this study. Next chapter will cover
the observation and chapter 5 will present the results of discussion with designers.
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4

PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION; WHAT PEOPLE DO
TODAY AND HOW
This chapter will cover the observation and the analysis on collected data. I have
chosen two places for observation, the grocery store (ICA) at center of Lund, and Lund
central train station. Shopping and traveling are the most common activity and
observing people at these environments help to figure out how people act when they
need to validate their identity in daily activities; how much ID tools are user-friendly
and if the interaction with tools and devices are straightforward.

4.1

Identification at Shopping Store
ICA Sverige is part of ICA AB organization, a Swedish retail company with a
focus on food and meals. [26]
The observation has been done at ICA Kvantum supermarket, located at Lund
Central. The time for observation was normally chosen between 17:00 – 19:00, when
many people do shopping after work and before going back home.
When people came in cash places, they normally put their shopping on conveyor
belt, then look for their wallet to pay.
People do the payment in following ways:
1- By cash; it was simple and fast; no identification needed. Just pay and go.
2- Magnetic card; most people use magnetic cards for payment. As an
observator, shopping by magnetic cards seems too complicated to me because
different magnetic cards and different ways of payment are being used. Before
explaining the observation, a brief description is necessary to understand
people’s behaviors.
ICA offers four different shopping cards to customers: ICA card (ICA Kort), ICA
online Bank card (ICA Bankkort online), ICA Bank Card (ICA Bankkort) and ICA
Bank Card Plus (Bankkort plus). Customers can apply to get one of these cards by
filling paper forms, or online application through the ICA web page or at ICA stores.
The differences between those cards are some extra services and different charging
fees. But for all kinds of cards, customers are connected to a bank account and can pay
from that account. If customers don’t like to put money to their card bank, they can
only get the bonuses that ICA offers to the customers. However, each card has a
unique number that it is dedicated to the card holder.

Figure 11, An ICA card. A unique number is printed on card. It can be used as
identification number for ICA to recognize the customers.
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Figure 12, ICA Bank card and ICA bank card plus; they are credit cards under
license of Master Card and holding an embedded chip and unique account number.
Those customers that have ICA cards can use a utility, called ‘self-scanning’. At
ICA entrance, there is a place that ICA customers can take one barcode reader device
by swiping their ICA card at magnetic reader. Then they use the magnetic reader to
scan their shopping’s items and see the list and total prices. At the end, they will
deliver the bar code reader at specified cashier and pay the total price.
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Figure 13 -- Top-left: ICA barcode reader, customer register item’s barcode; Topright list of registered item and total prices are showing at Barcode reader display;
Bottom-Left: Customer deliver barcode at cashier to register shopping; and; Bottomright, user can pay the total price by his/her ICA card.
If we assume that all four different ICA cards just use for customer recognition,
yet, customers do pay the shopping by magnetic card in four different methods:
• Pay only by a regular bank /credit card.
• Pay only by ICA card.
• Pay by ICA card and bank card/cash.
• Use self-scanning; pay by ICA and/or a bank card/cash.

4.1.1

VIGNETTES

The following vignettes provide some examples surrounding the identification at
payment, taken from the observational study. This provides a starting point for the
discussion in following chapter.
Vignette 1
A young lady and her friend stood at cash box No.2. Her friend took the shopping
items on conveyor belt while she stopped in front of the card reader. The lady started
to look for her wallet in her bag. When she found her wallet, she threw all her
magnetic cards out, and started looking at stacks of the cards one by one, and again. At
second try, she found her bank card and then swiped the card at card reader. After a
while, she entered the pin number. Meanwhile, her friend was starting to pack the
shopping and the young lady waited for transaction being completed.
Vignette 2
A mid-aged woman put her shopping items on conveyor belt, and then took her
wallet out from her bag. In her wallet, there were number of cards but it seems sorted
because she just took out her bank and ICA cards immediately from specific location.
When the cashier told her the price, she swiped her bank card first, and then entered
the pin code. It took a while that transaction being approved (about 10 seconds). Then
she swiped the ICA card. At that time the queue was very crowded. I saw a girl that
she was check the time often in that queue. It looks like she is hurry to finish the
shopping.
Vignette 3
A young student put shopping items on cash conveyor belt. When he swiped the
card, the card reader could not to read it. A conversation between cashier and the boy
has performed. Then the cashier took the card and swiped back and forth several times
on magnetic reader. But the card reader could not read from card. The cashier asked
his personal ID card, got the personal ID plus his bank card, swiped the bank card in
another card reader in front of the cash box, and entered customer’s social security
number. After a few seconds the receipt was printed and the cashier asked the
customer to sign it.
Vignette 4
I went shopping with one of my friend at ICA store. He has the ICA bonus card for
several years. I asked him why he is not using self scanning. He replied “I never use
that. It seems waste of time to me and I see no benefit. I just pick what I want at store
and easily pay at cash box”.
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Other observation notes at shopping
Following patterns were also noticeable during observation:
• All customer wallets more or less were stuffed with stacks of different
magnetic cards. They often spent few seconds to find their cards.
• Some customers swiped the card in wrong way while they wanted to pay. In
this case, an interaction (conversation, body language) was running between
the cashier and customer to show how to swipe it properly. Sometimes, the
cashier took the card from the customer and swiped instead of them.
• When customers forgot to press OK to approve the transaction, the cashier
reminds them to press the green button.
• Entering the pin number doesn’t look secure when a queue of customers is
standing behind. It can easily be watched if one person really wants to.
• Few customers used “self-scan” utility.
• Normally more conversation and dialogs is running between old people and
cashiers. The interesting part was number of old people that did the shopping
by cash was much more than youngest.

4.2

Identification and Traveling
The second observation has been done at Lund central train station, where people
validate their journey by purchasing ticket and when they are being asked by train
crews.
At Lund central station, there are two offices and three kinds of ticket machines to
buy the ticket. The office ‘skånetrafiken’ (sk'å:netraf'i:ken) manages travel by bus and
trains in Skåne zone, the southernmost province of Sweden and also the bridge
between Denmark and Sweden. SJ AB is Swedish train operator that manages all
domestics and abroad travels by train.
Passengers can purchase tickets from offices in working hours, or they can
purchase tickets by three different vending machines 24 hours. Figure 14-18 show the
ticket machines.

Figure 14, different ticket machines at Lund central train station.
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Figure 15, SJ ticket machine, located in Lund Central station.

Figure 16, Skånetrafiken ticket machine. Number of buttons and instructions are
considerable.
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Figure 17, there are 30 buttons at the machine to buy ticket! Some buttons translated
in English (i.e. Vuxen, Adult), but some only with Swedish (i.e. “Saldo”)

Figure 18, another ticket machine, huge size, lots of buttons. The red light denotes it
is out of service. Symbols and pictures next to buttons help customers.
The first machine, as shown in figure 16 contains different buttons (about 30),
categorized into four steps. In order to buy the ticket, passengers can use their bank
card (placed at top right that marked as step ‘1’), or use different skånetrafiken cards
(placed at card reader at bottom-right) and then follow the rest of instructions (left to
right). Figure 18 shows the second and the biggest ticket machine. It is used to buy
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ticket for skåne zone, but users can use cash (note) to buy ticket. Card reader is also
available if passenger has a train card.
Figure 15 shows the SJ ticket machine. The interfaces (keyboard, a sliding ball like
mouse and monitor) look like PC interfaces. The display is a touch screen with English
and Swedish languages support. Passengers can chose source and destination of trip,
hour and date of travel/arrival and type of ticket (i.e. first class, second class, last
minute, etc.) by touching the appropriated area. They also can enter data from the
keyboard.
Skånetrafiken offers different kinds of traveling cards. For instance, discount card,
family card, or monthly card with different prices and usages are available. Monthly
cards do not need to be inserted it into machines before travel1. They have fix prices
for the whole month in a valid zone. Holders of discount and family cards should buy
the ticket before getting the train. The ticket prices will reduce from the whole amount
of money that card has been charged with it.

Figure 19, some types of skånetrafiken cards
Apart from student’s cards, the rest of skånetrafiken cards are nameless. That means there
is no approve who’s this card belongs to.

4.2.1

VIGNETTES

The following vignettes provide some examples of observation at Lund central
station.
Vignette 1
On a Saturday noon, when the Lund central station is normally crowded, one of
ticket machines was out of service. But there were no warning sign putting on that.
Train would arrive in 5 minutes. My friend inserted his discount card into machine,
then an error signal was played and the machine did not return the card back. He
pressed some buttons irregularly but nothing happened. We went to skånetrafiken
office to ask the clerk for help. The clerk said to insert another magnetic card with
wrong direction and see if the machine can take the card back. We went back and did
what officer said, but there was another card in the machine that it belonged to an old
1

However, the holders of monthly cards should validate their card credit if they want to travel by bus.
But in this paper we are just focusing on traveling by train. So it is extracted from the report.
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lady whom she was standing next to machine and was confused about her card.
However, my friend’s card seems gone. Again, we went back to the office and the
officer simply said that he can not help us because there is no way to approve that we
had any card before, or how much credit the card had. Meanwhile some other people
arrived to skanetrafiken office and they had the same problem and waited to see what
officer does. After a few minutes debates (in angry ways) and when other passengers
came and complain about the same problem, the clerk convinced to give another card
with amount of money that my friend claimed. We anyhow missed the train and must
wait for one hour to catch the next train.
Vignette 2
In another observation, the ticket machine was out of paper. The train arrived and
the passenger had no time to go to another ticket machine. He got into the train without
buying the ticket and when train crew asked for ticket, he told him about the problem
and he paid the ticket price by cash.

Vignette 3
A teen-aged boy missed his paper ticket (that has bought from his discount card).
When the train crew asked for ticket, he took all of the content of his pocket out to find
the paper. The ticket crew told that he would check the rest of tickets and come back
again. Hopefully after a few minutes, he found the paper that was folded between
numbers of papers in his pocket.
Vignette 4
One old lady sat at train next to me. When the train crew came to ask for tickets,
she took her discount card and asked to buy the ticket aboard. The crew described that
she should buy ticket before get the train and according to skånetrafiken rules; she
needed to pay the price of ticket, plus 50 SEK1 more as fine. The discussion between
the lady and the train crew continued for a while and the lady paid the ticket and the
fine.
Other observation notes on Traveling
• Those passengers that travel everyday can interact with the card easily unless
the ticket machine had some problem.
• New passengers, old citizens, or foreigners usually need help to buy ticket
from machines. Specially, tourists or old people would rather buy ticket at
Skånetrafiken, or SJ boutique if the office would be open.

4.3

Data Analysis on Observation
By observing people at shopping and train station and review the notes some
common patterns can be extracted.

4.3.1

Diversity of Tools, Diversity of Interactions

In both environments, we saw how many different magnetic cards with different
usage and utility are available. Just for a shopping store like ICA, four different
magnetic cards are being used. Travel at small region of a country also introduces
more than four different categories of magnetic cards, plus paper tickets.
These tools, however, are apart from other magnetic cards that every body carries
in the pocket. At ICA store, I saw that customers almost had a wallet full of different
cards. Here a debate may rise that having a dedicated card for each system is not

1

Swedish Krona (Swedish Crown); the currency of Sweden.
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merely a disadvantage as it will raise the security; if one ID card is lost, we only loose
access or availability to one service and not all.
This is true. However, the observation in both environments shows that even for
one purpose (like shopping at one store) four or more different magnetic cards are
available. The question is why these cards are not merging into one, but different data
can store in magnetic reader or chip.
Moreover, many magnetic cards are not necessarily covers the security because
the nature of magnetic cards itself is not secure.
Another issue is the diversity of interfaces. For instance, at Lund central station
there are three different machines for purchasing ticket and every device has different
design in buttons layout, the location of card readers and types of interactions. The
good thing is they follow some common symbols and standards which they are so
helpful. For instance, the green color in each three machines shows ‘OK’, or ‘approve’
button; whereas the ‘cancel’ buttons is in red. Graphical symbols (like ‘visa’ or
‘master card’ signs) that are printed next to card readers help user to understand and
memorize the functions easily (figure 21).
During developing this part, I saw another ticket machine added in Lund train
station. Now, there are four different devices. Figure 22 shows new installed ticket
machine.

Figure 20, card readers at ticket machines

Figure 21, Using colors in buttons makes a standard way to easy interact
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Figure 22, different keyboard layouts in ticket machines

Figure 23, new ticket machine, Lund central station
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4.3.2

Foreground Activity

The terms ‘calm computing’ [43], ‘pervasive computing’ and ‘embodied
interaction’[45] implicitly denote the interaction with users goes beyond today’s
human computer interfaces, where the user’s attention is focusing on the task, not the
interface, unless it would be crucial to move into center of the attention. Mark Weiser
in his article “The coming age of calm technology” explains how calm technology “can
move easily from the periphery of our attention, to the center, and back”, without
interfering our running tasks.
But today’s identification interfaces are always at center of user attention. Every
identification process in every stage stops the task and will not user move forward
until the identification would be completed. Vignettes 1 and 2 at train station showed
how people missed a service (i.e. get the train) by malfunctioning identification
interface. Moreover, during the observation at ICA store we saw how problem in
reading cards is time consuming. Not only the card holder, but all clients in the queue
must wait until the problem with device or magnetic card is being solved.
Here the security debate may again rise that it is mandatory to stop every task and
verify person’s authority first. Recalling Weiser’s definition, the calm technology is
the one that can easily move from the periphery of attention to center and back; but
identification always comes to center and never goes back! For instance, in the ‘selfscanning’ utility at ICA store, customers with ICA cards, must swipe the card to pick
up the barcode reader. The person has been already detected by system that allowed
picking up the bar code reader, but s/he must be identified again when s/he wants to
pay by his or her card. Also at train station we saw that even customers could not
approve that they had a train card when the ticket vending machine took the card.
(Vignette 1 of train station)

4.3.3

Trust

People, both in shopping and traveling examples showed that they still prefer to
contact with persons than interact with machines, especially if they are new users or
old. For example in train station, new users afraid to interact with ticket machine or at
ICA store self-scanning was hardly used by new customer unless they had a help. Plus,
the number of old citizens that preferred to pay by cash was more than others. They
also would like to spend more time at cash box and talk with cashier.
The observation at ICA shows that few customers choose self-scan utility. As
mentioned in vignette 4 of shopping, the customer saw “no benefit”, because he
thought that he gain same service by cashier than a machine with stringent interface.
The vignette 4 in traveling section can be a good example that senior citizens
would prefer to be more in communication with human than machines again.
Another important issue is people became more confused when there is no
standard design for similar machines and same functionality. For instance, at train
station we saw that different interfaces for different ticket machines. People normally
ask somebody when they want to interact with machines at first time. I don’t know
how long the old lady at vignette 1 of train observation stayed motionless next to ticket
machine until she got her card back!

4.3.4

Security

Security is always a big concern in designing identification systems. This can be
more critical when we think about ubiquitous computing world; where computing is
everywhere, from homes and offices into our streets. Then it is obvious that current
privacy and security issues will be obsolete and need to be modified or redefined. For
instance, we all know that magnetic cards are not secure tools at all. Their life time is
short; they are vulnerable in magnetic fields and also can be forged easily. At first
glance, payment by card might seems helpful to get rid of carrying cash, or even that is
better idea that we do not need to exchange money when we travel. However, it
doesn’t make the ‘payment’ process secure.
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Back to the observation, apart from bonuses that customers gain by ICA cards, all
payment methods for ICA bank cards are the same as regular bank cards. ICA credits
cards are under license of Master Card – a well known international credit card
company around the world.
Today, most international bank cards normally use Visa or Master Card licenses.
In these cards all critical information like user name, account number, date of expiry
and secure CVC codes are printed at cards. Some cards also secured with four-digit
numbers; but like in ICA store it can be easily watched by people in the queue.
The observation at Lund central station also showed how insecure magnetic cards
make trouble for passengers; where the magnetic cards are not personalized for each
user or there is no way to approve how much credit the card had.
The other issue is digital pin codes and passwords. Payment at ICA store normally
confirmed by user secures pin code. It is important to bear in mind that is not the only
digital pin code that we should keep in our minds. Today, all of us should remember a
few numeric or alphanumeric codes in order to access to our bank account, email
account, login to home and office computers, or even to open a door. As mentioned in
chapter one, by rapidly increasing the number of smart environments, this will intrude
more upon the user’s interaction when to consider that “password problems
representing 30% of helpdesk calls and up to 90% of users reporting they cannot cope
with remembering and using passwords”.[52]

4.4

Summary
This chapter covered first part of empirical study –observation and the analysis at
Lund central ICA shopping store and Lund central train station. First part of this
chapter explained the observation practice and some examples as vignettes. The
analysis over observed data can be divided into four categories – Foreground activity,
Diversity of tools and interactions, security and trust. The first two items approved the
assumption that has been addressed in chapter one. Next chapter will describe another
part of study that covers the informal interviews with software designers.
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5

DISCUSSION WITH DESIGNERS
Understanding end-users behaviors and their experiences will guide designers to
get more clear idea of the requirements they need to design new systems or create new
technologies. However, designers themselves are also users of all these systems and
their interpretation about today’s technologies lead them to create tomorrow’s tools.
The second part of my study was the discussion with designers to grasp their idea
about cons and pros of today’s identification tools and what they expect in future
designs. As mentioned in chapter 3, the discussion was done with ten senior software
designers and architects whom they are specialist in telecom and embedded
programming applications such as network solutions, telephony and mobile
applications, interaction design and embedded systems programming. The discussion
was performed as an informal interview and structured by some pre-determined
questions. This chapter is the summary of the discussions with interviewees.

5.1

Results of Discussion
The first question/discussion was about what kinds of identification tools the
interviewees are daily using and how often. For instance, how often they use metal
key, paper/plastic cards, magnetic cards or smart cards. Second question was about the
benefits and disadvantages of these tools. To get better understanding of the answers, I
use the pie charts for evaluation and comparing the answers.

Metal key, a most common place access
Metal key is an old tool; but still popular, useful and favorite. Simple to use and
independent from electricity were the main benefits that most interviewee liked.
Whereas, lack of security and losing easily counted as the disadvantages.
Metal key is still widely used to access to private place or properties. All
interviewee use the key to access home, car or bicycle.

Using metal key to access to private properties

others, 23%
Home, 100%
private storage,
100%

Car/Bycicle, 67%

Home

Car/Bycicle

private storage

others

Figure 24, all interviewees use key to access to home and private storages
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Metal Key disadvantages
Others, 11.11%

Not secure

takes time to find
proper key in
bunch of keys,
44.44%

Lost eaily

Not secure,
55.56%

heavy to carry

not
personalized(every
body can use it if
owned it), 44.44%

not personalized(every body
can use it if owned it)

Lost eaily, 66.67%

takes time to find proper key
in bunch of keys

heavy to carry,
33.33%

Others

Figure 25, most interviewees pointed that ‘lost easily’ and ‘lack of security’ are the
disadvantages of key
Metal Key Benefits

Cheap, 22.22%

Not electrical,
44.44%

used by every
body, 11.11%

Long last usage,
11.11%

Portable , 22.22%

Easy to use,
22.22%

Not electrical

Long last usage

Easy to use

Portable

used by every body

Cheap

Figure 26, ‘not electrical’ is the most favorite characteristics of metal key that
software designers have addressed.
Paper/Plastic ID card
Despite of all new technologies, the most important personal identifiers like
Passport, driving license and birth-certificate/ID-cards are still kept in paper or plastic
format. Hologram, magnetic codes, and even smart chips are now embedded to make
them secure. But we can not claim they are quite safe now as they are the most favorite
identification tools to be forged or spoofed.
All interviewees agreed that plastic or paper cards are very basic, and have lots of
problems. For instance if driving license or passport lost, it will be more problematic
than other ID tools.
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Paper-based identifications

others, 23%
Passport, 48%

Driving license,
56%

Passport

Birth Certificate/
Paper ID card, 22%

Birth Certificate/ Paper ID card

Driving license

others

Figure 27, this chart shows what kind of paper/plastic ID the interviewees have.
‘Lost easily’ and ‘being forged easily’ are two main problems the interviewees
denoted.
About one third of interviewees did not see any benefits for paper cards. Also one
interviewee mentioned that these ID cards, like passport or driving license do not
follow the same patterns. For instance, the information inside the passports or driving
licenses are different from one country to another.
One of the interviewees referred that the reason of keeping such these important
IDs still in paper/plastic materials can be because of the economical reasons and
backward compatibilities with old systems. For instance it can be cheaper to produce
paper birth certificate for whole population of a country in paper/plastic materials than
others.
Paper cards disadvantages

Others, 33.33%
Lost eaily
damage easily,
11.11%

Lost eaily, 66.67%

need to carry alw ays w ith you
can be forged

long
process/prolem if
lost, 33.33%
useless, 22.22%

need to carry
alw ays w ith you,
11.11%
can be forged,
55.56%

useless
long process/prolem if lost
damage easily
Others

Figure 28, lost and forged easily were the main disadvantage the interviewees
disliked in paper cards.
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Paper cards Benefits
economical for large
and old
organizations,
11.11%

Easy to use, 11.11%

Nothing!, 33.33%

contains photo &
signiture, 11.11%

Nothing! 1

contains photo & signiture

Easy to use

economical for large and old organizations

Figure 29, most interviewees see no benefits for paper card
Magnetic card
Most interviewees use magnetic cards for both place and service access. However,
all interviewees use magnetic bank card and more than 50% believed that is insecure.
Magnetic card, where, how much

Other, 29%

Entrance Access,
50%

Fuel card, 44%
Transport
card(bus/train/subwa
y, etc), 56%

Bank card, 100%

Shopping card, 50%

Entrance Access

Bank card

Shopping card

Transport card(bus/train/subway, etc)

Fuel card

Other

Figure 30, all interviewees have magnetic bank card.
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Magnetic card disadvantages

Others, 33.33%

Damages in
magnetic fields,
55.56%

hard to carry all
daily, 22.22%
Not secure/hack
easily, 55.56%

Damages in magnetic fields

Lost eaily

hard to carry all daily

Others

Lost eaily, 55.56%

Not secure/hack easily

Figure 31, again, ‘not secure’, ‘lack of security’ and ‘damage easily’ are the most
disadvantages
Magnetic cards, Benefits

Cheap/financial
beneits, 44.44%

less space than
key/paper card,
22.22%
Portable , 11.11%

Easy to use,
55.56%

more benefits
than paper cards,
22.22%

Easy to use

more benefits than paper cards

Portable

less space than key/paper card

Cheap/financial beneits

Figure 32, however, interviewees liked the ‘easy to use’ of magnetic cards
Smart Card
Most interviewees have not been familiar with technology and design of smart
card and the differences between magnetic and smart cards functionalities. So, their
answers mostly referred to their knowledge of mobile SIM card and magnetic-smart
bank card and that affects the later discussion about use of SIM card for identification
tool.
Many of them believe that smart cards have better security. Also it is
programmable.
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smart cards, where and how

Telephone card,
11%

Other, 0%
Mobile SIM card,
79%

Bank/credit card,
100%

Mobile SIM card

Bank/credit card

Telephone card

Other

Figure 33, interviewees use smart cards for bank cards and mobile SIM.
Again, ‘security holes’ and ‘lost easily’ were the main disadvantages that
interviewees counted for mobile SIM. Dependency to hardware was another
interesting topic that the interviewees addressed.
Smart card disadvantages

hard to carry all
daily, 22.22%

Others, 0.00%
Lost eaily, 33.33%

Lost eaily
some security hole

hardware
dependant,
22.22%

hardware dependant
hard to carry all daily
Others
some security
hole, 55.56%

Figure 34, ‘security’ the main disadvantage again.
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Sm art Card Benefits

programmable,
55.56%
more secure,
77.78%
light-w eight,
11.11%
Has memory,
22.22%

more secure

Has memory

light-w eight

programmable

Figure 35, designers found smart cards more secure than other tools. They also liked
that smart card is programmable ☺

5.2

Data Analysis on interview Data
As mentioned before, the interviewees were all software designers. So, in contrast
with observation that was focused on end-user behaviors and their actions, the
collected data at interview part is more or less involving technical problems.
According to questionnaire and discussions, the following items can be extracted:

5.2.1

Security

Security was the most disadvantages of today’s identification tools by
interviewees. ‘Lost easily’, ‘forged easily’, ‘not secure’ and ‘not personalized’ were
addressed for all tools in all answers.
Plus, during the open discussion regarding the future of identification tools, most
of interviewees referred to security issues as the key research. For instance, in the
discussion about using mobile phone as the ID tool, many of the interviewees worried
about losing their identification if the mobile has been stolen. On the other hand, those
interviewees that worked with fingerprint identifiers, they liked it because they found
it much trustable in security manners.
Also, some other technical discussions, like security holes in wireless protocols
and network hacking problems were addressed too. They also discussed of future
network devices that are sharing more data than ever. Hence, the importance of
leveraging the security on central data repositories will be vital.

5.2.2

Lost Easily

This is almost addressed as the disadvantage of all tools. Any physical objects,
especially valuable ones can be lost, stolen or spoofed. The important thing is how to
reduce the consequences when it lost. Here the role of security will be more
spectacular again to help designers to make ID tools dedicated to user and will be
useless while the real user is not the owner. For instance, one designer referred that if a
key would be found in the street, in most cases it will be useless because it is not
showing which door can be unlocked by the key. But if a credit card or passport would
lose, the costs and troubles might be uncompensated.

5.2.3

Economical

Despite of disadvantages of paper and magnetic cards, some interviewees liked
them because they are cheap and cost-effective. One interviewee referred that if we
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would like to consider a tool for tomorrow, we should bear in mind that in ubiquitous
computing world we will encounter with not only growth of computation but also
enormous number of users. For instance, in future, the governmental, financial or
social services are not merely connected to domestic databases, it will be expanded
world-wide .We need to talk about the cheap and effective tools for global usage.

5.2.4

Open Discussions with interviewees

At the end part of interview, I asked designers of what they think about the future
designs of identification tools. I started with asking if they think SIM cards and mobile
phone could be proper tools for tomorrow identification. Some interesting discussion
raised and many challenges were addressed. Here is the summary of challenges that
designers addressed:
1- SIM card is dependant to mobile phone. If we want to use the SIM card or mobile as
ID tool, then by losing my mobile, we will lose our identification tool too.
2- The future of mobile identification should care about interruptions. For instance,
what designs should consider for identifying by mobile whilst we are at middle of a
phone call.
3- Many people (like children) may not carry mobile phones, but they need to be
identified.
4- What will happen if a person wants to change his/her operator (e.g. due to living
abroad for a while)?
5- Some standard wireless communication protocols must define between ID agent and
mobile phone that let mobile phone can be globally used as an ID tool.
6- For security issues, network implementation and encryption should improve.
Another discussion was about biometric tools. Three interviewees use fingerprint
identifiers to access to location or to login to their computers. They were quite satisfied
by easy to use and its portability.
Also, one of interviewee strongly believed of having an embedded identification
chip in body; like have a chip in arm skin.

5.3

Summary
This chapter provides the result of informal interview in quantitative (charts) and
qualitative methods. Most interviewees addressed the security issues as the main
disadvantage of today’s identification tools. The open discussion at the end of
interviews leads to some design challenges that can be considered in future designs of
pervasive identification.
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PART 3

Future works and recommendations
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6

NEW SOLUTIONS AND FUTURE WORKS TOWARDS
PERVASIVE IDENTIFICATION
Last section helped to analyze the problems of identification activities at the year
2008. ‘Always foreground’, ‘security’, ‘diversity’ on interface and interaction, and
‘trust’ were addressed as problematic aspects of today’s tools. Also, being economical
is always an issue if a technology wants to be successful in the mass market.
In chapter 2, I addressed three new technology solutions that are going to
gradually promotes as future solutions. RFID, Mobile Identification and Biometrics are
the most nominates for future identification tools. In this chapter, I would like to
explore the analysis on last section to these new methods to examine if they afford
better designs and also discuss of further works that might needs to be considered to
cover today’s identification disadvantages.

6.1

Do new methods support calm identification?
Recall to Mark Weiser’s idea about calm technology, the interaction should be
able to move from periphery to center of user attention and back where it can
seamlessly integrate with the primary task of the user. In this paradigm, tools are
enhanced with communication capabilities to help with achieving the task not drawing
focus away from it. The user still interacts with the tools that help them to do a certain
job, but their focus is on the task itself. [6]
Hopefully, new methods in identification technologies consider more support for
this concept. RFID and mobile are good examples. RFID functionality lets the objects
or person being tagged and traced invisibly by radio frequency. For instance, RFID
active tags equipped with a battery that can be used as a partial or complete source of
power for the tag's circuitry and antenna. They benefit of being detected automatically
in longer read range, having larger capacities to hold data, and longer life. However,
their costs are still high in comparison with passive tags, but like other technology
transitions, they will be more economical in near future.
One of current researches on pervasive identification is what Marco Mamei and
Franco Zambonelli described in their paper Pervasive Pheromone-Based Interaction1
with RFID Tags. They present a general-purpose implementation of a pheromonebased interaction mechanism for pervasive environments with passive RFID tags.
Their solution “is to exploit RFID tags dispersed in an environment as a sort of
distributed memory in which to store digital pheromones. RFID reader devices carried
by humans or by robots could deploy pheromone trails in the environment simply by
writing pheromone values on existing RFID tags. Also, they could sense such
pheromone trails by simply reading pheromone values on nearby RFID tags.”[36]
RFID is now being more and more interested to use for identification globally. As
mentioned in chapter 2, RFID is now embeds in passports (like US), travel cards and
access card (i.e. I am using an RFID access card at job).
Mobile phones also are very practical tools. They are available everywhere, and
their position and location are being detected by standard wireless communication
protocols around the world. New standards, applications and APIs, like roaming2,

1

Social insects, like ants, interact by spreading chemical markers (i.e., pheromones) while moving in
the environment and by being directed in their actions by the perceived concentrations of pheromones.
In this kind of interaction; the environment becomes a sort of distributed repository of contextual
information.
2
Roaming is the ability for a cellular customer to automatically make & receive voice calls, send &
receive data, or access other services when traveling outside the geographical coverage area of the
home network, by means of using a visited network.[50]
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Ericsson™ Mobile positioning System MPS [42], or GPS services on mobile phones
show the rapid growth of this kind of awareness.
However, some design issues must be solved in order to claim that mobile phone
will be a tool for pervasive identification. For instance, during discussion with
designers (chapter 5), they highlighted some questions, like what will happen if we
need identification between a phone call, or how identify children that might not carry
mobile phone.

6.2

Diversity and Standards
In chapter one , we discussed that how increasing the number of ‘smart’ devices in
environments can be disturbing when we need to walk in the woods of embedded
devices, each needs to identify who we are and we have to interact separately with
different ID tools.
One solution, can be define the primary identification task for those devices that
share the same information space or same physical interaction environment. The
following approaches and methods can be useful to reduce this diversity.

6.2.1

Single-Sign-On

The term ‘Single-Sign-on’ (SSO) generates in enterprise software solutions
whereby a single action of user authentication and authorization can permit the user to
access all available services that he has the permission to access, with no need to relogin or re-enter the pin or password.
Today, this method mainly applies in enterprise-network application, where users
need to interact only with different levels of data and services on the net. One good
example is automated office, where different employees in different organization or
department need to access to specified information in whole office repository. In this
solution, the access level and privileges defines for each member of system
(employees). When the employee, for instance, log- in for one service in predefined
domain, then the application first check its authority and access level, then after that he
could easily gain all predefined services without to need to do more log-in interaction.
If the administrator did not give him the access over certain area, his request will block
by the system and a proper message will inform him that he has not right to access to
that service.
This requirement can extend in ubiquitous environment, that user will not wish to
authenticate him/herself to every device/service.

6.2.2

Standards in tools and interfaces

The green and red buttons in ticket machines are good examples of how standards
make interaction simpler. Symbols, colors or signs carry an international concept. For
instance, red color or triangle symbol normally represents ‘risk’, ‘danger’ or ‘stop’
actions.
By rapidly augmenting numbers of interactions in ubiquitous environment, the
standard in interfaces and action will be essential.
In new identification technologies standardization is still a challenge. For instance,
the mobile phones are not following the same keyboard layout, or same user interfaces,
even those that produced by the same companies. If a person wants to buy new phone,
he will definitely need some days to struggle with new keyboard places and interfaces.
This will be a challenge for designers in future if they want to introduce unified
services on different mobile interfaces.
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Figure 36, mobile phones with different keyboard designs

6.2.3

DLNA

The Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) is a global collaboration of 245 of
most trusted brands, all working together to establish a wired and wireless
interoperable network of personal computers (PC), consumer electronics (CE) and
mobile devices in the home and on the road, enabling a seamless environment for
sharing new digital media and content services. [17] DLNA enables home and mobile
networked devices that share various digital media seamlessly, regardless of the
manufacturer.

Figure 37, the logo of ‘DLNA’ certified devices.
This solution can dominantly reduce the number of interaction in environment
space, where all DLNA-certified devices can communicate and share information. By
adding Single sign on capabilities, we would be able to create a joyful environment
without being worried on diversity of standards, interactions and authentications.

6.2.4

Standard in designs

A good example of standard in design is Java Community Process (JCP). [31] JCP
is formalized process which allows interested parties to be involved in the definition of
future versions and features of the Java platform. [63]
In this community, some standards and formal specification for different
technologies presented in official documents that called “Java Specification Request”
(JSR). JSRs describe proposed specifications and technologies to be added to the Java
platform. The aim is to provide standard ways of specifications that define new areas
of technology, design and implementation into Java-based solutions.
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The interesting issue is that the numbers of JSRs for mobile and embedded
systems are more than regular desktop-based systems. Some interesting JSRs are JSR
229: mobile payment, to enable application developers to initiate mobile payment
transactions by mobile; or, JSR 257: Contactless Communication API that defines
standards for contactless communication like barcode or RFID processing through
mobile devices.

6.3

Security
With the proliferation of computers and the Internet in our every day lives need for
reliable computer security steadily increases. [51]. New HCI researches and
technology challenges mainly target the security discussions and solutions more
severely than before. Here, I divide the terms of security in two areas; security in
identification tools and technology, and Information forensics in the world that we are
always being watched, monitored and traced.

6.3.1

Security and Tools

RFID
A report issued on May, 31st 2008, that Industry group urged caution for RFIDenabled ID card in the US. The Smart Card Alliance (a nonprofit industry body)
formally urged the government to reconsider a decision to use RFID technology in
personal ID verification cards. The alliance cited security and privacy concerns for its
stance.
This report refers to the notice tat the US Department of State announced plans to
use RFID chips for a proposed new passport card. The goal is to have credit-card-size
passport cards that can be read from at least 20 to 30 feet away by customs and borderprotection officials to speed up the authentication process.
However, the Smart Card Alliance executive director, Randy Vanderhoof
addresses to several problem: “long-range RFID technologies are vulnerable to
snooping and forgery; Cards built using such chips will have no built-in security
features for verifying their authenticity.”
David Williams, vice president for policy at ‘Citizens Against Government
Waste‘(CAGW) in Washington refer to another security threaten in RFID cards.
“People carrying such RFID-enabled identity cards could unknowingly be exposed to
greater surveillance”, he says. "With other forms of identification, you literally have to
pull your card out of your wallet. With RFID, you don't know when it is being
accessed." [30]
Biometric identification
Biometric identification is becoming more favorable in new HCI research because
it is basically made by unique biological characteristic of human like fingerprint, iris,
face, or even palm or foot lines.
Some biometric characteristics, like fingerprint are using long times in criminal
investigation. Today, the biometric identification are gradually bundled with digital ID
systems, like in some secure business environments, fingerprint detectors is being used
for login the computers or access to secure places.
In CHI 2002, a program was expanded to include an invited discussion on
identification technologies. In that discussion, it was pointed out that any biometricsbased ID system exhibits three kinds of failure: false acceptance, false rejection, and
failure to enroll. False acceptance is incorrectly authenticating someone. False
rejection is the failure to authenticate someone who should have been. Failure to enroll
is when a person does not possess the biometrics data needed for identification. [34]
For example, in a program at discovery channels shows how fingerprint
identification systems can easily broke with three different methods in less than 10
minutes. In one trial, they just made a paper copy from finger print of an authorized
person and the machine easily accepts the copied pattern of the fingerprint. [21]
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Mobile devices and Security
By 2020, there are few people left that have no access to mobile phone. On the
other hand, many service and applications are also available by mobile. This increases
the security issues both as personalized tool and access.
During informal interviews lots of discussion raised on mobile security. For
instance, one discussion was that mobile phones today are one of the most favorite
tools to be stolen. So, if mobile holds critical information, it will raise the risks.
However, new smart phones can be equipped with biometric fingerprint sensors that
make mobile phones more personalized, and allow gaining benefits of developing
biometric applications as well.
Another issue will be secure access to services, social services, payment or other
social activities via mobile phones. Hopefully, all security technologies on personal
computers are more or less available for mobile applications. Digital Right
Management (DRM) is an example. DRM simply is the "digital management of
rights” that overlaps with software copy protection to some extent, and today it is more
applied on media (i.e. music). The new generation of DRM technology covers the
description, identification, trading, and protection, monitoring and tracking of all
forms of rights usages over both tangible and intangible assets including management
of rights holder’s relationships. Also, all secure access protocols like HTTPS and data
encryptions are now available on mobile application programming as a regular web
program. [49]

6.3.2

Living in monitored world

The rapid development of multimedia technologies has spurred the growth of our
digital footprints. For instance, digital cameras in public places can monitor and
capture people and their actions. Interconnected social software systems can share
information, like medical information of citizens. Active RFID tags can remotely read
the data and catch the required information. Even smart tagging on internet search
engines can recognize, monitor and trace what kind of information is extracted from
specific IP address.
The Microsoft research group addresses how this will be a concern when it goes to
the level of awareness. For instance, should people be aware about the data that has
been captured from them? Who will use this data and for what purposes? These
questions raise the feeling that our privacy is infringed and may even feel threatened
by the ability of others to misuse this information. [11]
Gregory J. Pottie, in his article Privacy in the Global E-Village [23] says that the
global e-village is potentially even more intrusive than the traditional physical village,
from which at least it was possible to escape to the city.
The challenges will be both in technology and interface designs. First, providing a
balance between privacy ethics and design; and second, to make decision how
collected information will expose to people.
Moreover, information forensics need to be more activate that concerns about all
aspects of information processing such as tracing traitors, protecting contents,
detecting tampering, and analyzing components in social networks.[35]

6.4

Trust

6.4.1

New Senior Citizens

By 2020, unlike previous generations, the growing old will be familiar with using
computers and mobile phones. Hence, the need to design computer applications for old
people who have not used computer will no longer be a major concern [11]. So, we
will expect the retirees at 2020 that they have been using computer, web, email and
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mobile in their jobs and daily lives, would be more interested in using new
technologies than today’s senior citizens at 2008.
Moreover, the expectation of tomorrow old generation will be higher to gain social
services, benefits and connection easier. For instance, old citizens will spend more
times to travel, getting health services and medical advices, or gain customized social
services. Hence, designing interconnected online services that identify them faster and
more reliable will increasable promote their lifestyle.

6.4.2

Trust to Technology and Cultural aspects

The other issue for trust will be the technology in use. For example, Biometric
Identification is generally used in crime records. That makes people more sensitive to
trust such systems not be against their privacy. At the year of 2008, there are still law
debates in the United States regarding national ID card. According to Reuters report on
January 2008, “Critics say the program will amount to a national identification card—
which Americans have long opposed as a symbol of an overly powerful federal
government—and that the national network could compromise the privacy of the IDcard holders”.[47]
Other report from Reuter’s also addresses the criticism for Biometric passport in
Germany. The report says that using fingerprint identification seems against personal
liberty concerns. [44]

6.5

Economical
This is the inevitable property of every technology if it wants to be commercially
used. Hopefully RFID, especially passive tags are very cheap and this is the reason
that we see it is now going to widely use in new object tagging solutions. RFID Active
tags are also going to be much cheaper than before and hopefully in near future they
will be good alternatives for more pervasive identification solutions.
Mobile phone devices are still luxury and expensive, but many operators offers
free or cheap prices for owning a mobile phone by purchasing the subscription or
services from them. So, in many countries, people can easily have a mobile device and
even different services with reasonable prices. The competition in mobile market and
the offering services is high today, and it highly affects on prices to breaking them
down.

6.6

Summary
In chapters four and five, I pointed out the factors that extracted through
observation. In this chapter, these factors were recalled to analyze new identification
technology and the way of interaction. New identification technology seems calmer,
and can be moved between centers of user’s perception to periphery.
In terms of diversity in interface and designs, new technology solutions like Single
Sign On (SSO), Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) can define less
identification activity in an environment. However, we still see the lack of
standardization in interface and layouts, especially on mobile phones.
Security is always challenging. We addressed some security benefits in biometric
and mobile identification. However, there are lots of security holes that must be filled.
In 2020, security not only for tools, but also people’s privacy must be considerably
analyzed.
And hopefully people will trust more to new methods as they have already been
involved with computer technologies in their whole life.
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7

CONCLUSION
In this thesis research, personal identification and the expectation through the year
2020 is presented. This thesis starts with thinking about the problems of the today’s
identification; why we need to carry dozens of different magnetic cards, bunches of
keys, or memorizing many digital pins and pass code? In near future, computers,
embedded chips and smart devices will continue to proliferate fast, and then
decreasing number of identification process and providing better standards for user
interfaces will be high priority in ubiquitous computing researches.
The main goal of this thesis is to find out whether new technologies and research
roadmap really cover the problems of today’s identifications –both interfaces and
interactions. Also, what challenges new approaches needs to overcome to gain more
robust and ubiquitous identification approaches.
This thesis was categorized in three sections that divided the main goal was
achieved by two sub goals. First investigate the personal identification at today’s daily
activities, what and how people interact with tools; what are their behaviors,
experiences, or reactions when they need to approve their credentials and what
problems they encounter.
The next goal was investigation on new research and technologies, whether they
are considering the problems and requirements of today and how they are going to
solve them in future to give us an automatic and pervasive identification solution.
The method of triangulation was selected to study of today’s people behaviors.
The qualitative part was supporting by observation and interviews and the analysis
over collected data guided us into problems in today’s identifications: ‘Foreground
activity’, ‘Diversity of tools and interactions’, ‘security’, ‘trust’ and ‘being
economical’.
In last chapter we discussed about current designs, techniques and technologies
that can elaborate the future of user identification. RFID can be good solution for
pervasive identification if the security and privacy of people respected. Mobile will be
an inevitable part of every design in future. So, providing Single Sign On solutions on
Mobile/personal computing platforms, or DLNA technologies will be leaders of
tomorrow interconnected environments to decrease diversity of personalization in
every action. However, mobile phone designers should think about diversity of mobile
interface layouts that may be a barrier for designing unified identification interaction.
Biometrics seems the inevitable part of future of identification. It is unique and
always portable and with user. Considering biometrics characteristics and bind its
benefits with other technologies will be the leader of future designs.
Apart from technology, social engagement and supports, especially in terms of
privacy is one of the most noticeable concerns. As we discussed before, information
forensics, and level of awareness should be specified before the benefits of pervasive
identifications threaten people’s privacies.
This paper is the result of 20 weeks study about personalization concept and
related technologies; and, this is the last line, but not the end in this study; as the
journey just started towards the road.
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